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Mobius Sandwich Coil
Preliminary observations

This is a preliminary description of findings concerning Mobius coils crafted by Dirk 
Gillabel, in Woodstock, New York.
 
Description: 
These are three layer ribbon coils consisting of two ribbons of various widths of either 
aluminum or copper, separated by a dielectric layer of paper.  They are given a left half 
twist and joined at their ends with common cellophane or duct tape.  Various models 
range from half inch wide 2.5 inch loops  to one inch wide 8 inch loops.
One aluminum model is a foot wide and about four feet in diameter.

Their effects on bio-fields have been examined using a series of pendulums of various 
materials and designs and with the use of  one foot by six inch right angle copper 
dowsing rods with polypropylene grip sleeves that allow the rods to freely swing in 
response to sensed fields, and a full powered radionics board with 15 potentiometers.  
All readings were performed repeatedly and yielded consistent results.  In addition, 
perceived effects on those carrying or wearing the coils have been noted.  They too have 
shown to be consistent and repeatable.  

Perceptions: 
Everyone who wears the small coils by placing them in a pocket or wearing on the head 
report experiencing a calming sensation with increased focus and enhanced meditation 
qualities.  The overall effect is pleasant with a reduction of interfering distractedness that 
so often plagues meditation.  The large coil was overwhelming to me when I stepped 
into it.  It made me feel dizzy and almost faint as it was raised higher on my person 
towards my head.  Otherwise, the smaller coils are quite pleasant.

Pendulum testing: 
The coils were dowsed with six various pendulums both on and off the radionics board.  
The effect was a consistent canceling of any ability to cause normal oscillation of the 
pendulums, which were held a foot above them.  Likewise, when the pendulums were 
suspended over the heads of the wearers, their bio-fields appeared to be canceled or 
shielded from them.  Subsequent observations were to verify that this was because the 
pendulums were being held within the null zone the coils apparently create, as revealed 
by the dowsing rods, later.
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Dowsing rod testing: 
Various subjects had their bio-fields measured with the dowsing rods.  Typically, their 
fields appeared as toroids surrounding them with the field becoming sensible about a 
foot away and their far edges occurring 3.5-4 feet beyond.
When the Mobius coils were placed on their persons, held between their hands, or worn 
upon their heads, the bio-fields disappeared.  Nor was it possible to dowse them with a 
pendulum held a foot over their heads, as would normally be the case.  
But when the rods were moved back, by walking backwards away from the subject, the 
fields reappeared precisely where they had formerly ended without the coils' presence, 
and appeared considerably stronger, as measured by the degree to which the dowsing 
rods were rotated away from the subject towards the dowser.  Moving further and further 
backwards had no effect.  The subject's bio-field at first got stronger until there was no 
more force measurable, and then remained in full force regardless of the distance moved 
away from them.  We moved at least 60 feet apart, the length of two rooms, and ran out 
of space.  We moved outside and separated at least 100 feet and no edge of the field was 
found.  We subsequently went out on the road and separated some 200 feet or more 
without finding any reduction in the strength of the dowsed field or terminal edge.  We 
intend to repeat the measurements shortly to determine the width of this field as well as 
the distance, if indeed there is an edge,  when we have an area large enough.  
We subsequently repeated trying to dowse through the Mobius field with pendulums, but 
this time adjusting to the toroid it causes.  The pendulums were held some 4 feet above 
the subjects and the fields were once again readable, albeit amplified.  Larger swings 
and faster rotations of the pendulums were observed repeatedly at this greater distance.  
Once again the measurable field appeared amplified directly, rather than inversely with 
the distance.  This is completely counter-intuitive to the normal operation characteristics 
of  both pendulums and dowsing rods as well as any know fields, certainly bio-fields.
In addition, readings were made using various Christopher Hills and G. Patrick Flanagan 
radionics and pyramid devices, without subjects, both capable of emitting negative green 
pi-rays.  The pendulums showed the presence of the pi-ray emissions.  Then they were 
blocked by the Mobius coils until sufficient distance of some 4 feet away was allowed.  
The pendulum oscillations were restored and amplified in both radius and rotational 
velocity.

Preliminary impressions: 
There are consistent reports of calming and increased and improved focus with decrease 
in distractability when the coils are within a bio-field and especially when the somewhat 
larger 8 inch coil is worn on the head.  The diameter and width do appear to influence 
the sensibility of these effects.  In addition, aluminum seems to effect mental processes 
more and copper is more physical in what is perceived.  
The 1X4 foot loop felt too powerful to this dowser but did not effect others so
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 drastically.  I could not tolerate its intensity and experienced what felt like increased 
blood pressure and slight nausea, almost immediately.  It faded away within minutes of 
stepping out of the coil and had not been experienced previous to stepping into it.
The coils appear to invert the bio-field toroid.  Out to where the field normally ends, 
there is no field perceptible.  Then, about four feet from the subject, a powerful field 
begins that varies directly with distance, increasing until the maximum rotation of the 
dowsing rods is reached, and no separating distance has yet shown an end to that field or 
diminution of its apparent force.  Further measurements will follow, to include width as 
well as length of this field.
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